Fall 2015 Speaker Series and Events

Tuesday, September 15
**Arun Wolf**, Editor, Tara Books  
*Between Memory and Museum: A Dialogue with Folk and Tribal Artists from India*
12:30 pm, 204 Maxwell

Tuesday, September 22
**Sarah Pinto**, Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology, Tufts University  
*Beyond Translation: The Story of Hysteria in India and the Ways Medicine Moves*
12:30 pm, 341 Eggers

Thursday, September 24 - Saturday September 26  
**Human Rights Film Festival**

Tuesday, October 6
**Shelley Feldman**, Professor, Department of Development Sociology, Cornell University  
*Making Difference as a Social Project: State, Law, and Land Relations in Contemporary Bangladesh*
12:30 pm, 341 Eggers

Thursday, October 15
**Ambassador Manjeev Puri**, Indian Ambassador to the European Union  
*In Defense of Multilateralism*
4:00 pm, 220 Eggers

Tuesday, November 10
**Daisy Deomampo**, Assistant Professor, Department of Anthropology, Fordham University  
*Imagining Race in Transnational Surrogacy*
12:30 pm, 341 Eggers
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